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INTRODUCTION

1
1.1

CONTEXT AND PURPOSE

The purpose of this community engagement was to capture feedback from the community and key stakeholders
on the Issues and Opportunities paper for the Wantirna Health Precinct to understand views on key priorities in
planning for the precinct. This feedback will inform the Draft Masterplan. The Masterplan will be shared with the
community for comment later in 2019 after which it will be finalised by the VPA. Once the plan is finalised it will be
handed over, with a draft planning scheme amendment, to the Department of Transport to be exhibited publicly in
2020.
The Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) considers the community to be integral to achieving its vision of planning
great places and as such is committed to undertaking robust and comprehensive engagement with the community
and other stakeholders.
Community engagement on the Wantirna Health Precinct occurred between 1 July and 26 July 2019. There was a
low to moderate response rate to the engagement process comprising:




45 people completed the online survey;
12 people attended the two community drop in sessions; and
4 direct contacts from the community (2 phone calls, 2 emails).

Figure 1: Drop-in Session 1 at Knox City Council, 16 July 2019

This community engagement report summarises and responds to the feedback received throughout the
engagement process, with best efforts made to accurately reference feedback from all contributors.
The engagement process was transparent, accessible and interactive, aiming to maximise participation from the
community. Direct mail and social media were used to promote this opportunity.
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1.2

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Wantirna Health Precinct is located in the north western area of Knox municipality, generally bounded by
Eastlink reserve to the west, Boronia Road to the north and Mountain Highway to the south-east and Wantirna
Road to the east.
In the broader context, to the east across Mountain Highway is Knox Private Hospital, an established 359 bed
hospital facility. Also, at the intersection of Boronia Road, Wantirna Road and Mountain Highway is the Wantirna
Mall (650m to the east) and a range of convenience retail and restaurants. There are a number of existing
medium density developments to the north of Boronia Road as well as recently approved and proposed infill sites
adjacent to the precinct.
Wantirna Health Precinct is a 21.8ha land, comprising land owned by Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS), Department of Transport (DOT) formerly VicRoads, and a private developer. While DHHS site will be
developed in line with the Department’s strategic program, DoT site and private land (750 Boronia Road) will be
unlocked for investment opportunities. DHHS land currently accommodates an existing 75 overnight bed health
facility, Wantirna Health, which was established in 2007 and operated by Eastern Health. It provides care in the
areas of palliative care, geriatric evaluation and management (GEM) and ambulatory services.
The precinct abuts two properties including 760 Boronia Road (Hungarian Community Centre) along its northwestern interface and 203 Mountain Highway (former Wantirna Caravan Park) to the south, which has a planning
approval for 248 townhouses.

1.3

PLANNING PROCESS

The VPA are currently in the initial stages of planning for the Wantirna Health Precinct. This phase of
engagement, along with other technical background studies will inform the development of a Draft Masterplan.
The Draft Masterplan will be available for public consultation in late 2019. Feedback from community and
stakeholder consultation will enable the finalisation of the Masterplan and development of a Planning Scheme
Amendment, which VPA will hand over to Department of Transport to undergo the formal exhibition process in
2020, members of the public will also be invited to make submissions to the formal exhibition process.
As shown in Figure 2 the Project Process diagram, there will be further opportunity for the community and the
stakeholders to review the Draft Masterplan in November 2019 to be followed by a formal exhibition process to be
led by DoT. The Amendment will be determined by the Minister for Planning. If there are any unresolved
submissions, these will be referred to an independent planning panel. This essentially provides a fourth
opportunity for community members to have their say and represent their views in the process.

Figure 2: Project Process stages

1.4

PROJECT PARTNERS

The VPA has established a project steering group (PSG), involving project managers from the VPA, Knox City
Council, Department of Transport (DoT), Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) and Eastern Health
to maintain a robust and collaborative process.
A project reference group (PRG) has also been established which includes government departments and
agencies including the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), Department of
Education and Training (DET), Invest Victoria and Department of Transport. The VPA engages with the reference
group members as required.
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WHAT WE HEARD

2

The purpose of the engagement was to introduce the vision for the Wantirna Health Precinct and help the
community understand the key issues and opportunities identified as part of the technical background studies.
The community has also been asked more generally if the Issues and Opportunities Paper had missed anything.
The engagement sought to understand the community priorities in the three key themes of:




Landscape and Public Realm;
Access and Movement; and
Built form.

The key objectives of the engagement process were to:







report to the community on the current stage of the Wantirna Health Precinct Project;
inform the community on the issues and opportunities for the precinct;
provide an opportunity for feedback;
gain an understanding of the community’s priority areas of interest or concerns in relation to the key
issues and opportunities;
fill in any gaps that the Issues and Opportunities Paper may have missed; and
help the community understand the process moving forward, next steps and the timeline for future
engagement opportunities.

Engagement took the form of:





an online story board, which summarised key findings of the Issues and Opportunities Paper
an online survey designed to elicit relative priorities for the issues and opportunities identified in the
paper
three drop-in sessions
an invitation to make direct contact with the project manager.

These activities were promoted by;





postcards to 938 of the closest residents to the precinct
media
social media
Knox City Council and VPA website updates.

2.1

SURVEY RESULTS

2.1.1

LANDSCAPE AND PUBLIC REALM

LANDSCAPE AND PUBLIC REALM OPPORTUNITIES
Total survey responses received = 45
Survey respondents were asked to choose the 2 opportunities they saw as the most important under the heading
of Landscape and public realm. Of the 45 respondents who answered this question, the most important
opportunity identified was; creating a park like environment that enhances health and wellbeing’ (24 respondents).
The second highest rated opportunity was the ‘creation of the new civic centre and a series of pedestrian friendly
streets to serve Wantirna Health Precinct to the wider community’ (20 respondents).
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Opportunity

Percentage of
respondents who
identified this as
one of their top two
opportunities

Number of
respondents who
identified this as one
of their top two
opportunities

Create a park-like environment that enhances health and
wellbeing.

53%

24

Create a new civic centre and a series of pedestrian friendly
streets to serve Wantirna Health Precinct and the wider
community.

44%

20

Retain high value trees and vegetation where possible to
create a green, leafy and naturally cooler environment.

31%

14

Creating public spaces that use topography to take advantage
of key views to Dandenong Creek and Dandenong Ranges.

24%

11

Establish a landscape buffer along Boronia Road and
Mountain Highway to create a ‘Bush Boulevard’ character.

20%

9

Potential open space with a stormwater retention function in
the south-western corner that connects into a possible Eastlink
landscape reserve.

9%

4

Planning response
Planning for the precinct will need to ensure high quality landscaping and public realm is achieved and managed
with the provision of health infrastructure. The Masterplan will capture opportunities for the precinct to connect
with the natural environment, providing opportunities for a green and parklike environment that promotes broader
connections with Dandenong Valley parklands and Dandenong Creek corridor. Landscaped public spaces will be
incorporated in a manner which contributes positively to human health and wellness in the broader precinct.
The master plan will consider provision of several high-quality public spaces along key pedestrian routes, offering
places for people to meet, gather, relax and socialise. The plan will establish streets and open spaces which
provide connections with the broader Knox community, creating a place that is well integrated with its surrounds.
This will be supported by guidance on a new precinct street network which supports pedestrian movement and
establish a natural, green, leafy local character. This will be further supported by planning controls which reinforce
these objectives.

LANDSCAPE AND PUBLIC REALM ISSUES
Total survey responses received = 45
Survey respondents were asked to pick the top 2 issues that need to be addressed to ensure the success of the
Wantirna Health Precinct in relation to Landscape and Public Realm. Of people who answered this question,
rated ‘Vegetation Protection Overlays seek to protect high quality vegetation and habitat for native Fauna’ was the
issues most frequently chosen (26 respondents). The second highest issue was ‘topography and major level
changes require careful design considerations’ (24 respondents).
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Issue

Percentage of
respondents who
identified this as one
of their top two issues

Number of
respondents who
identified this as one
of their top two
issues

Vegetation Protection Overlays seek to protect high quality
vegetation and habitat for native fauna.

58%

26

Topography and major level changes require careful design
consideration.

53%

24

Existing utilities, such as the South East Water Sewer and
Melbourne Water Sewer Main Drain, should be retained and
protected when considering future land use and built form.

31%

14

Stormwater will need to be managed, potentially this will be
located at the lowest point, in the south-western corner of
site.

29%

13

Planning response
Planning for the precinct will aim to create a natural, nurturing and sustainable environment that promotes the
health and wellbeing of its patients, visitors, workers and residents. The Masterplan will consider existing trees
and vegetation onsite as well as potential implications to the habitat for native fauna, seeking to create a lush,
leafy and green environment.
Future planning will ensure streets are designed in response to natural topography of the site, aligned to
maximise views to open space and water. The Masterplan will seek to utilise the topography to create public
spaces that are activated, attractive and easily accessible.

2.1.2

ACCESS AND MOVEMENT

ACCESS AND MOVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Total survey responses received = 45
Survey respondents were asked to choose the 2 opportunities they saw as the most important under the heading
of Access and Movement. Of the 45 respondents who answered this question ‘improve public transport to the site
and create a new public transport hub within the precinct’ was the most frequently chosen. The second rated
opportunity was, ‘use the existing vehicle access point on Mountain Highway and establish new vehicle access
points along Boronia Road’.
Opportunity

Percentage of
respondents who
identified this as
one of their top two
opportunities

Number of
respondents who
identified this as
one of their top two
opportunities

Improve public transport to the site and create a new public
transport hub within the precinct.

49%

22
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Use the existing vehicle access point on Mountain Highway
and establish new vehicle access points along Boronia Road.

40%

18

Strengthen the connections between the site and Knox Private
Hospital.

38%

17

Create a series of pedestrian and cycle links through the site
that connect to surrounding destinations.

24%

11

Improve the cycle network surrounding the site and provide offroad connection to EastLink Trail and Dandenong Creek.

13%

6

Potential to integrate the site with the adjacent future street
and open space network to the south.

11%

5

Planning response
Planning for the precinct will consider opportunities for improved public transport connections within and to the
precinct, as well as the opportunity to include a new public transport hub within the precinct that is integrated into
a central public plaza allowing a quick walking / cycling access to health services / work or home. Presently, Bus
routes 738 & 745 service the site along Boronia Road / Wantirna Road and Mountain Highway. There is also a
SmartBus route (901) that runs close to the site however, the closest bus stop is on Wantirna Road and requires
crossing Boronia Road. The Masterplan will also seek to ensure easy and convenient access from the precinct to
bus stops in the immediate vicinity. The Masterplan will investigate safer pedestrian access across Boronia Road,
Wantirna Road and Mountain Highway to existing bus stops.
Future planning will seek to consider these opportunities in a holistic manner and manage the inclusion of
improved public transport connections in parallel with a series of walking and cycling paths within the site that link
to surrounding destinations including, Knox Private Hospital, Wantirna Mall and Dandenong Valley Parklands.
These connections will need to consider utilisation of the existing signalised intersection on Mountain Highway,
whilst identifying new and optimal access arrangements to the site off Boronia Road.

ACCESS AND MOVEMENT ISSUES
Total survey responses received = 45
Survey respondents were asked to choose the 2 issues they saw as the most important under the heading of
Access and Movement. Of the 45 respondents who answered this question ‘major roads have limited safe
pedestrian crossing points which impacts pedestrian accessibility between the site and surrounds’ was rated most
highly. This was followed closely ‘limited public transport services to site’.
Issues

Percentage of
respondents who
identified this as one of
their top two issues

Number of
respondents who
identified this as
one of their top two
issues

Major roads have limited safe pedestrian crossing points which
impacts pedestrian accessibility between the site and
surrounds.

64%

29

Limited public transport services to the site.

46%

21
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Poor connection between Knox Private Hospital and the site.

29%

13

Poor pedestrian connectivity from residential areas to the site.

22%

10

Lack of connection between EastLink Trail and the site.

11%

5

Disjointed and confusing existing cycling network.

2%

1

Planning response
Planning for the precinct will aim to manage and improve pedestrian accessibility to the site and surrounding area.
Presently the site is difficult to access for pedestrians because it is surrounded by major arterial roads with limited
pedestrian crossings, combined with significant variations in topography along the site boundaries. Pedestrian
access from the residential area to the east is also limited due to the lack of pedestrian connections through to
Mountain Highway.
Future planning will seek to resolve these concerns in a holistic manner and investigate opportunities for the
inclusion of improved public transport connection in parallel with providing a series of walking and cycling
connections within the site that link to surrounding destinations, notably the Knox Private Hospital, residential
areas and EastLink trail located south east of the site. The plan will be aligned with the government policy that
encourages a shift towards more active modes of transport (walking, cycling and public transport) by providing the
necessary infrastructure that makes these a more inviting option for the community. The Masterplan will also
ensure disability/mobility impaired access is carefully considered as part of an inclusive approach to universal
access and movement.

2.1.3

BUILT FORM

BUILT FORM OPPORTUNITIES
Total survey responses received = 45
Survey respondents were asked to choose the 2 opportunities they saw as the most important under the heading
of Built Form. Of the 45 respondents who answered this question ‘generate a range of employment opportunities
with potential for education, training and accommodation uses to be co-located with health uses’ was the most
frequently chosen. This was closely followed by ‘utilise topography to create an interesting built form which fits
with its location’.
Opportunity

Percentage of
respondents who
identified this as one
of their top two
opportunities

Number of
respondents who
identified this as
one of their top two
opportunities

Generate a range of employment opportunities with potential
for education, training and accommodation uses to be colocated with health uses.

44%

20

Utilise topography to create an interesting built form which
fits with its location.

37%

17

Potential to increase pedestrian activity and safety along
Boronia Road / Mountain Highway by making these building
frontages active and appealing.

31%

14
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High-quality architecture and built form to create a distinct
and memorable place.

24%

11

Avoid overshadowing of the residential neighbourhood to the
south.

22%

10

Potential to reference to the historic use of the site as a drive
-in theatre through design of future buildings and spaces.

13%

6

Planning response
Planning for the precinct will aim to accommodate a range of employment opportunities supporting a clustering of:
education, training, office and accommodation uses to be co-located with health uses. The Masterplan will
allocate areas where these uses and activities will be prioritised.
The plan will consider whether health, medical, education and commercial uses will be located on flatter land
along major roads, optimising opportunities for exposure and activation along major road. Residential uses are
more noise sensitive as such are positioned away from major roads, i.e. towards the south-western corner which
has the potential to more readily integrate with the residential nature of adjoining properties to the south.

BUILT FORM ISSUES
Total survey responses received = 45
Survey respondents were asked to choose the 2 issues they saw as the most important under the heading of
Built Form and ‘sensitive residential interface to the south with potential overshadowing risk must be addressed’
was rated most highly. The second highest issue was ‘topography reduces the site’s visual preference to Boronia
Road and Constrains accessibility’.
Issue

Percentage of
respondents who
identified this as one
of their top two
issues

Number of
respondents who
identified this as one
of their top two issues

Sensitive residential interface to the south with potential
overshadowing risk must be addressed.

48%

22

Topography reduces the site’s visual presence to Boronia
Road and constrains accessibility.

38%

17

Must consider appropriate design response to the interfaces
with Hungarian Community Centre and potential EastLink
landscape reserve.

31%

14

Design must address current ownership of the land parcels
within the site.

24%

11

Former Drive-in Theatre projection building to be considered in
the design.

11%

5
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Planning response
Planning for the precinct will aim to manage the transition of heights to minimise potential amenity impacts on
existing Knox residents and adjoining uses by way of overshadowing / overlooking. The Masterplan will consider
focussing taller buildings along major roads away from immediately adjoining residential neighbourhood to the
south as well as the Hungarian Community Centre located adjacent to the western site boundary. The location of
taller buildings in the north-east corner will respond to topographic challenges and assist the site maintaining
visual presence to Boronia Road and Mountain Highway. Building heights will be transitioned down to correlate
with the sensitive interfaces.
The Masterplan will acknowledge the significant level changes and seek to utilise the topography of the site to
create an interesting and site responsive design. Opportunities include concealing parking and service facilities
underground where possible, whilst encouraging high quality-built form that are easily accessible and visually
appealing within a landscape setting.

2.1.4

HAVE WE MISSED ANYTHING?

Total survey responses received = 17
The feedback from the open text submission can be generally summarised into the following themes:








Building heights – 1 comment
Caravan Park Development – 2 comments
Parking and traffic – 7 comments
Services – 2 comments
Health Precinct facilities and capabilities – 2 comments
Social Health Services – 1 comment
Local Environment and Placemaking

Theme:

Respondent Comments:


Building heights

Caravan Park
Development





Planning response

Building heights – no new buildings should be
higher than surrounding existing buildings –
they should not become an eye sore.

Rather than see residential development take
place on the former caravan site (which shows
no sign of commencing at this stage) – would it
be feasible to acquire this land plot and spread
the proposed development across a broader
land mass with Health Precinct buildings a
lower height?
This site should be developed as a
replacement for the Wantirna Caravan park. If
the Government was serious about
homelessness and affordable housing, that is
the only option that should be considered. As
locals, we are losing too many green spaces
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In order to ensure the best use of a
State-significant health precinct, the
Masterplan will be seeking to
establish appropriate building
heights particularly located along
Boronia Road and Mountain
Highway frontages. Building heights,
and massing will scale down from
these areas towards the western
and southern boundaries to respond
to existing sensitive residential
interfaces. Building design
guidelines will encourage a high
quality of architecture and visually
interesting buildings.
The caravan site is in separate
private ownership and not within the
Wantirna Health Precinct boundary.
As outlined in the Issues and
Opportunities Paper, ‘the Vision’ for
the precinct to transition towards an
integrated, specialised and
sustainable health precinct is
determined by the State and Local
Policy directions. Wantirna Health
Precinct is identified as a Statesignificant health precinct in ‘Plan
Melbourne’ with a key focus on
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and Knox is already very well catered for by the
health sector. Replace the caravan park and
keep the front open space for the existing
regular market.

investment and growth of health and
education to meet future needs. The
site has also been identified in Knox
City Council’s strategy for ‘Land for
Business’ as one of the 5 key
strategic sites in the municipality.
The Masterplan will seek to
maximise opportunities for a range
of public open spaces as well as
affordable housing provision as part
of future planning for the site. The
regular market held at the DHHS
site is understood to be a valued
community asset and its ongoing
operation is currently supported by
Eastern Health.

Parking and traffic



Parking areas must be considered, currently
the residents around the area are disturbed by
the parking problems.



Flow of traffic safely onto major roads of
Boronia and Mountain Highway. Current Knox
Private Hospital exit points, particularly Boronia
Road highlight poor design, planning and are
very unsafe.



Significant changes for traffic management,
especially safe pedestrian traffic management
essential. And ensure there remains sufficient
parking on site for staff at the new precinct.



Significant changes for traffic management,
especially safe pedestrian traffic management
is essential. And ensure there remains
sufficient parking on site for staff at these new
facilities.



It’s a terrible intersection at Wantirna Road /
Boronia Road / Mountain Highway – I’d like to
see better public transport opportunities and
road conditions and traffic management for
motorist.



The problem of traffic! Already an issue in both
Boronia Road and Mountain Highway. What
are you going to do to address that? Seems it’s
all about pedestrians and cyclists, when the
majority are road users, and given one bus
route and it’s a health precinct, then I don’t
know if too many clients will come by bicycle.



Parking. Exclusivity or public space. Private or
public ownership.



Car parking!
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The Masterplan will be based on the
expectation that all future
development will need to comply
with the car parking provisions of the
Knox Planning Scheme.
The plan will ensure a safe and
efficient internal road network that
effectively deals with the traffic and
parking generation by the future
development. Key considerations
will include appropriate road widths,
intersection treatments and parking
arrangements on-site. The
Masterplan will have a focus on
improving pedestrian safety and
ease of movement within and
around the site, including new
crossings where signalised
intersections are proposed to
Boronia Road and Mountain
Highway.
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Health Precinct
facilities and
capabilities

Services



Opportunities for an underpass / overpass that
connects WHP with Knox Private Hospital



Concerns in relation to the risk of excessive
traffic generation, car parking spill over and ‘rat
running’ to the southern residential
neighbourhood



Need to ensure there are plans for a large
acute hospital at this site, the local population
needs a new facility.



This site should include an Australian first
connective tissue disorder clinic, to provide
desperately needed services to the tens of
thousands of Australians who have connective
tissue disorder like Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome.
But have literally nowhere to go for treatment
anywhere in Australia. It would bring countless
people to the precinct from all over Australia
and bring a huge boost to the local economy.



The public hospital will be located
within the land owned by DHHS and
will be developed in line with
Government’s strategic program and
priorities.
The VPA will inform DHHS / Eastern
Health about the comment for
consideration and future service
planning.

All services to be underground and link
between Knox Private and Precinct to be
underground via tunnels, as in the city.
Consider the acquisition of the Hungarian
Community Centre to develop the precinct to
the maximum potential.

The Masterplan will seek to
strengthen connectivity between the
Precinct and surrounding
destinations, including Knox Private
Hospital.
The acquisition of the Hungarian
Community Centre is not part of the
scope of this project.

Social Health
Services



A wholistic solution to health including social
health services. Potential partnerships
including Health Justice models. Prioritize most
vulnerable community members, in particular
the Aboriginal community – consider housing
Mullum Mullum Indigenous Fathering place at
the Precinct, consider a supported residential
service at the site.

In line with the priorities identified by
the Minister for Planning / Minister
for Housing, the Masterplan will
seek to maximise opportunities for
Affordable Housing provisions.

Local Environment
and Place Making



Urban Heat island effect of the new
development must be considered.



Make it a place that is accessible for all ages.



Thanks for the opportunity to comment. Great
work so far. I have a few questions that I
believe need to be asked so that the project
can have a deeper positive impact to both the
community and the environment. What is the
role of the WHP now and into the future, to
both the local area and the region? What are
the ambitions of the community now and into
the future? How can the WHP assist in
achieving these ambitions. How can the WHP
produce a benefit to the environment? How can

The Masterplan will seek to
minimise the heat island effects
resulting from future development by
encouraging high quality canopy
landscaping, resilient buildings for
current and future climatic
conditions and avoiding excessive
dark materials that absorb heat and
contribute to urban heat island
effect.
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the WHP not be an exclusive place – but be
part of the local culture?

site is an integrated, connected and
a nationally competitive centre for
health for Melbourne’s eastern
region.
The ambitions of the community will
be identified through the two-step
community consultation process.
Feedback from community and
stakeholder consultation will be
reviewed, included and enable the
finalisation of the Masterplan and
development of a Planning Scheme
Amendment, which will undergo a
formal exhibition process in 2020.
One of the key opportunities
identified as part of this process is to
create a green, parklike environment
that is a natural, nurturing and
sustainable environment that
promotes health and wellbeing of
the community.
The aim of the Masterplan is to
achieve a seamless integration of
this site into the existing urban fabric
through creation of a connected,
vibrant and sustainable place to
visit, work and live.

2.2

OTHER COMMENTS

The following comments have been received during the Drop-in sessions and through direct contact with the VPA
Project Manager via phone or email. This section captures the comments that have not been covered in the
previous sections.
Theme:
Privacy,
overlooking
relating to Knox
Private Hospital

Respondent Comments:

Planning response

Currently overlooked by and in looked upon on the
second floor by Knox private’s pedestrian traffic and
pedestrian traffic of 94 and 98 Kidderminster and the
contractors working on construction at the hospital.

The property, adjacent to Knox
Private Hospital, is approximately
220m away from the study area,
separated from the area the VPA
are planning for by 8 houses and
Mountain Highway. This is a
distance greater than the typical
statutory planning standard for
assessing amenity impacts (9m from
the private open space and
habitable room windows) that a new
development should provide to
avoid overlooking. The VPA are not
undertaking any planning for the
Knox Private Hospital site and the
issues described are out of the
scope of this project.

How are you going to protect my family’s privacy?
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Future zoning

How will you treat the zoning?

The priority will be applying a suite
of land use zones in the Knox
Planning Scheme that promotes the
health and complementary uses for
the precinct. This will enable the
delivery of the Masterplan. The
zoning changes will only occur
within the boundaries of Wantirna
Health Precinct and will not change
the Knox Private Hospital zones or
residential areas around it.

Comments
relating to the
Hungarian
Community Centre

Why 750 Boronia Road is included in the project area
and what does that mean?

750 Boronia Road (owned by Asian
Aussie Group) is considered as part
of the Wantirna Health Precinct due
to the formal request from the
landowner and without-prejudice
support by the Council. The VPA will
explore future land use opportunities
on this site which can complement
the health precinct and achieve a
better design and development
outcome.

How does the Masterplan will manage the noise
generated by the community centre activities on site?
Potential to relocate Arpad Aged Care in a
convenient position to the Hungarian Community
Centre, ideally within the DOT land.

The VPA have already identified (in
the Issues and Opportunities Paper)
the sensitivity between Hungarian
Community Centre and the Health
Precinct and the need for the
common boundaries to be handled
with care. Hungarian Community
Centre’s earlier concerns in relation
to their operations and outdoor
events are noted.
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THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

3
3.1

METHOD OF ENGAGEMENT

Phase 1 Community Engagement has occurred between 1 July and 26 July 2019. The VPA prepared an Issues
and Opportunities Paper. This was shared with the community:





online via a storyboard on the website;
promoted by A5 postcard (appendix 5.1), and newspaper advertisement;
promoted through Facebook advertising; and
through hard copies made available at the Drop-in sessions.

3.1.1 POSTCARD
An A5 postcard (Appendix 5.1) for community engagement was sent by the VPA to approximately 938 addresses
from 1 July 2019 and were delivered by 4 July 2019. This helped to inform the community of the upcoming
community engagement sessions and that the Issues and Opportunities Paper has been released. The secondary
objective of the postcard was to drive traffic to the website and to the online survey to capture community
sentiment on the Issues and Opportunities Paper.

3.1.2

ONLINE COMMUNICATION TOOLS

The online engagement was promoted through the Knox City Council Facebook page and geotargeted Facebook
ads, as well as through a newspaper ad and the A5 postcards.

The Storyboard
The VPA updated the Wantirna Health Precinct webpage on its website. The webpage hosts introductory
information about the project and a link to the Issues and Opportunities Paper. An online storyboard for the
project was also developed which described the key issues and opportunities contained within the Issues and
Opportunities Paper and were represented visually on key maps broken into the themes of:





Landscape and Public Realm;
Access and Movement; and
Built Form.

The Survey
An online survey was available where users could express their relative level of support for the issues and
opportunities identified in VPA’s Issues and Opportunities Paper. The survey accompanied the online storyboard
and asked people to select there top 2 issues and opportunities under each of the three themes. Finally,
Participants were also asked to let us know if there were any key issues or opportunities that we had missed. The
survey received 45 responses, all people answered the 6 ranking questions and 17 answered the free text,
anything we missed, field.

3.1.3

COMMUNITY DROP-IN SESSION

Community engagement culminated in three face-to-face Drop-in sessions, which aimed to ascertain the
community’s priorities for issues and opportunities for the Wantirna Health Precinct.:






Tuesday 16 July
12:00 – 2:00 pm
At Knox City Council - Civic Centre Foyer, 511 Burwood Hwy, Wantirna South;
Tuesday 16 July
5:00 pm -7:00 pm
At Knox City Council - Civic Centre Foyer, 511 Burwood Hwy, Wantirna South; and
Thursday 25 July
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6:30 pm – 8:30 pm
At Wantirna Health - Health Seminar Room, 251 Mountain Hwy, Wantirna
For the community Drop-in session, A1 boards were prepared to help the community understand the context and
the issues and opportunities being explored. These were:











Project area
Local Context
Issues and Opportunities
The Aim of the Project and Future Potential
The Process
Planning Context
Landscape and Realm – Issues and Opportunities
Built Form – issues and Opportunities
Access and Movement – issues and Opportunities
Engagement Assessment – How well did we go ‘the bullseye’

Tables were set up at the event including:



Online submission table with two laptops set up with the online survey.
A table of project collateral including hardcopies of Issues and Opportunities Paper and the survey.

12 people attended the community Drop-in sessions who were encouraged to rate our engagement process as
well as completing the survey in either hardcopy or online formats.

3.2

REFLECTION AND IMPROVEMENTS

The VPA reviews every engagement event it hosts, to build on success and amend processes that did not meet
expectations. The VPA received favourable feedback from participants at the community drop in session about
the format of the event. The online submission form allowed community members to leave clear and direct
feedback on the Issues and Opportunities Paper. The VPA will consider using this method of engagement again
in the future.
New advertising mechanisms will be explored in Phase 2 of engagement to drive more community members to
our events to ensure their views are adequately expressed throughout the planning process. New venues will also
be explored to increase intercept engagement and capture community members walking past the venue.
Community members were able to evaluate the community drop-in event through the bullseye evaluation A1
frame. We received favourable feedback on our process, with most people believe we were close to ‘hitting the
mark’ in terms of good engagement.
We received feedback that the A1 display boards with images and information were clear and easy to understand
and had a good amount of information on them.
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4

NEXT STEPS

The VPA and Knox City Council will consider all community feedback when preparing a Draft Masterplan,
Funding Plan and Planning Scheme Amendment.
The Draft Masterplan is expected to be released in October - November 2019 for review and comment by the
community. Following this, the plan will be finalised with a Draft Planning Scheme Amendment handed over from
the VPA to the Department of Transport to run the formal planning scheme amendment process from early-mid
2020.
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5
5.1

APPENDIX
A5 POSTCARD
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5.2

POSTCARD DISTRIBUTION EXTENT
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5.3

SURVEY
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5.4

FACEBOOK POSTS
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